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Abstract. In this paper we present the main kernel approaches to the problem of relation extraction from unstructured texts. After a brief introduction to the problem and its characterization as a classification task, we present a survey of the methods and techniques used, and the results obtained. We finally suggest some future lines of work, such as the use of information retrieval techniques and the development of event factuality identification methods.

1 Introduction

Relation extraction is a task within the field of information extraction. It involves the identification of relations between entities already identified in natural language texts. Two subtasks can be considered: we may just want to discover if two or more candidate entities are related (the subtask of relation detection), or we may wish to know which of a predefined set of relations hold between them (the subtask of relation characterisation).

In the sentence “This cross regulation between Drosha and DGCR8 may contribute to the homeostatic control of miRNA biogenesis”, where the proteins Drosha and DGCR8 are mentioned, we can identify a CROSSREGULATION relation between them. In the molecular biology domain, the investigation of protein-protein interaction networks plays a key role in the construction of knowledge about molecular mechanisms. Because stating hand-curated relations in the appropriate databases is a very time-consuming task, the application of relation extraction techniques to the rapidly growing amount of information that is available in the research literature can undoubtedly help domain researchers.

Relation extraction can be characterised as a classification problem: if we consider pairs (or even n-uples) of entities that could be related, we just need to determine if they are indeed related (which is a problem of binary classification) or even to determine which relation holds between them (which is a problem of n-class classification).
In this paper, we present a survey of kernel approaches to relation extraction. In the MUC-7 Conferences, where the relation detection and characterization tasks were first formulated, all but one of the systems (Miller et al., 1998) were based on handcrafted rules. In machine learning approaches, patterns for identifying relations are not manually written but are learned from labelled examples. While it may be difficult to generate enough labelled examples (a manual and time-costly task), machine learning solutions have shown in many different tasks their ability to adapt to different domains and solve problems that handcrafted rules could not.

In the following sections, we present the main techniques and methods, from feature-based to state-of-the-art tree and graph kernel methods and their combination, showing the results of their application to comparable evaluation corpora. We suggest some future lines of work, including the incorporation of information retrieval techniques to the task and the development of event factuality identification methods.

2 Kernel methods

Most machine learning algorithms are feature-based. Feature-based methods represent labelled examples as a sequence $f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_m$ of features, living in an $m$-dimensional space. For example, in the relation extraction task we can consider a sentence as an example, represented by a list of binary attributes, one for each possible token, indicating if the sentence includes that particular token or not.

The problem with feature-based methods is that sometimes data cannot be easily represented with explicit feature vectors (for example, natural language sentences are better described by means of trees or even graphs). In those cases, feature extraction is a very complex task, and leads to very high dimensional vectors, which in turn leads to computational problems. Kernel-based methods try to solve this problem by implicitly calculating feature vector dot-products in very high dimensionality spaces, without having to make each vector explicit.

In kernel methods, labelled examples are not necessarily feature vectors. Instead, a similarity function (or kernel) between examples is computed and discriminative methods are used to label new examples. A kernel function over an object space $X$ is a symmetric, positive semi-definite binary function $K : X \times X \rightarrow [0, \infty]$ that assigns a similarity score between two instances of $X$. An important property of kernels is that if we have a collection $f_1, f_2, \ldots, f_n$ of features, where $f_i : X \rightarrow R$, the dot product between two vectors is necessarily a kernel function; the converse also holds.

There are many learning algorithms, from the simple Perceptron algorithm (Rosenblatt, 1958) to Voted Perceptron (Freund and Schapire, 1999) and Support Vector Machines (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) that can be represented in what is called the dual form, which just relies on dot products between examples. In those cases, dot products can be replaced by kernel functions (the “kernel trick”). This allows us to compute, through kernels, the dot product of certain feature vectors, without necessarily enumerating all the features (for example, (Lodhi et
al., 2000) defined a kernel to compute in polytime the number of common subsequences in two strings, a problem with an exponential number of features). This allows for the implicit exploration of a much larger feature space than feature-based learning algorithms. For a detailed explanation on how kernel methods work, see (Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000).

Kernel methods for relation extraction were first introduced by (Zelenko et al., 2003). They proposed this kind of machine learning methods after their successful application to similar problems, such as natural language parsing (Collins and Duffy, 2001). In this section we survey their problem formalization and kernels, then discuss other approaches that improved classification performance over comparable corpora.

Most of the methods here presented were evaluated on the ACE corpus, a 300K news corpus annotated with entities and relations, created by the Linguistic Data Consortium for the Automatic Content Extraction Program (Doddington et al., 2004), and the AImed corpus (Bunescu and Mooney, 2005), a molecular biology corpus consisting of 225 Medline abstracts, annotated with human proteins and their interactions.

2.1 First kernel approaches to relation extraction

(Zelenko et al., 2003) reduced the problem of relation extraction to the problem of pair-of-entities classification: examples consisted of parts of sentence shallow parse trees, where relation roles (for example: member, or affiliation) were identified and expressed by tree attributes. For training, examples were marked with \{+1,-1\} labels, expressing whether the tree linked roles in the examples were indeed semantically related. Figure 1 shows one of the positive examples built from the shallow parse tree of the sentence “John Smith is the chief scientist of the Hardcom Corporation”

![Fig. 1. Example of the person-affiliation relation (from (Zelenko et al., 2003))](image)

They defined a similarity function between example trees that took into account the number of similar subsequences of children with matching parents. They showed that this similarity function was a kernel, and could therefore be
used in any dual-representable learning algorithm. They worked with two different types of kernels: contiguous sub tree kernels (where the similarity measure enumerated only contiguous subsequences of children), and the general case of sparse sub tree kernels. In both cases they gave a fast algorithm for computing the similarity function \(O(mn)\) for the case of contiguous sub tree kernels, and \(O(mn^3)\) for the case of sparse sub-tree kernels, where \(m\) and \(n\) are the number of children in the two examples).

As working in such a large feature space could easily lead to overfitting, they evaluated their approach using two different kernel algorithms: Support Vector Machines and Voted Perceptron, implementing both kernels in each case. They compared them with three feature-based algorithms: Naive-Bayes, Winnow and SVM (where features were conjunctions of conditions over relation example nodes). They found that kernel methods outperformed feature-based methods in almost every scenario, achieving a best F-measure of 86.8 for the person-affiliation relation, and 83.3 for the organization-location relation, in both cases using Support Vector Machines with a sparse tree kernel.

2.2 Feature-based kernel approaches

In feature-based kernels, the dot-product between feature vectors is explicitly calculated. These methods use a similar approach to traditional feature-based machine learning methods, but they can also exploit some interesting properties of kernels (for instance, a product or sum of kernels is also a kernel).

(Zhao and Grishman, 2005) used feature-based kernels, with information from tokenization, parsing and deep dependency analysis, extending some of them to generate high order features, and composing them in different ways. (Zhou et al., 2005), using SVM, incorporated diverse lexical, syntactic and semantic knowledge features. They argued that full parsing information was not very important, because most of the relations were within a short distance in their corpus. They also showed that the use of WordNet and Name Lists could improve classification results. Based on their work, (Wang et al., 2006) added POS tags and several general semantic features, using a semantic analyser and WordNet. They found that basic features (those arising from words, POS tags, entity, mention and overlap) were far more important than the deeper ones (chunk, dependency tree, parse tree and semantic analysis).

(Bunescu and Mooney, 2005) observed that the information required to assert a relation between two entities could be captured by the shortest path between the two entities in the dependency graph. Based on this, they developed a simple kernel which incorporated words and word class features of the path components, and calculated the number of common features between two relation examples. (Erkan et al., 2007) adapted their work to the domain of protein-protein relation extraction, measuring the similarity of two examples by comparing their corresponding shortest path using cosine similarity and edit distance. Using semi-supervised models on top of dependency features and using harmonic functions (a semi-supervised version of the kNN classification method) and transductive
SVMs, they showed that semi-supervised approaches could improve classification performance.

2.3 Tree, graph and combined kernel methods

Instead of directly computing the dot product between examples, and working on the same hypothesis as (Zelenko et al., 2003) (i.e. that instances containing similar relations shared similar syntactic structure), other kinds of kernels have been developed: they work with instances represented by trees or even graphs, instead of just feature vectors.

(Culotta and Sorensen, 2004) used dependency trees as representations of relation examples. They augmented these trees with features in each node (including word, part of speech, entity type and Wordnet hypernyms), trying to incorporate more information for classification, and used a slightly more general version of (Zelenko et al., 2003) kernels.

(Bunescu and Mooney, 2006), used a subsequence kernel that computed the number of common subsequences of words and word classes between examples (considering only those subsequences where candidate entities existed, and words belonged to three predefined patterns). (Giuliano et al. 2006) used the same patterns to discover the presence of a relation, but each pattern was represented as a bag-of-words, instead of sparse subsequences, adding n-grams to improve classification performance. Another kernel, the *Local Context Kernel* added information about the local contexts of the candidate interacting entities.

(Zhang et al., 2006) combined a feature-based entity kernel (which measured the number of common features between two entities), and a convolution parse tree kernel (which counted the number of common sub-trees between two relations), in two different ways: as a linear combination, and as a polynomial expansion that aimed to explore the combined features from the first and second entities of the relationship. They also systematically explored which parts of the parse tree could be used for similarity calculation. They obtained their best results using the sub-tree enclosed by the shortest path linking two involved entities in the parse tree, combined via polynomial expansion with the entity kernel.

(Zhou et al., 2007) tried to improve on the Collins and Duffy convolution kernel, proposing what they called a *context-sensitive convolution tree kernel*. This method first automatically determined a dynamic context-sensitive tree span (the original convolution kernels were context free: a sub tree did not consider context information outside the sub tree), and then used not only the found tree, but also its ancestor node paths as contexts for calculating the similarity. Similar to the previous work, they combined their kernel via polynomial interpolation with the linear kernel described in (Zhou et al., 2005), achieving a state-of-the-art F-measure of 74.1 using a composite kernel.

(Airola et al., 2008), in their work on protein-protein interaction proposed a graph kernel on dependency parses. They defined a weighted, directed graph, composed of two unconnected subgraphs: one with the dependency structure of the sentence, and the other one with just the linear order of the words (using
word, POS and entity information, entity information and indicator of their relative position with respect to candidate entities). On this graph, they defined what they called the all-dependency-paths kernel, that computed the summed weights of all possible paths connecting two vertices.

For the sake of comparison, table 1 presents precision, recall and F-measure for some of the presented methods on the Automatic Content Extraction 2003 (numbers without parenthesis) and 2004 corpora, for the tasks of relation detection, relation characterization for the top high-level relation types. Table 2 presents results on the AIMed corpus.

### Table 1. Relation classification performance on the ACE corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation Identification</th>
<th>Relation Types Characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Culotta and Sorensen, 2004)</td>
<td>81.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Zhao and Grishman, 2005)</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bunescu and Mooney, 2005)</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Zhou et al., 2005)</td>
<td>84.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Wang et al., 2006)</td>
<td>65.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Zhou et al., 2007)</td>
<td>73.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Relation characterization performance on the AIMed corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-measure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Giuliano et al., 2006)</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>57.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Bunescu and Mooney, 2006)</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>46.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Airola et al., 2008)</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>61.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 Conclusions

As this paper shown, extensive work has been done on the task of relation extraction. Kernel-based methods present many features that makes them specially suitable for this kind of tasks: they can accomodate features from different analyses (lexical and syntactic analysis, information from external sources); the supervised learning classifiers they use (Support Vector Machines, Voted Perceptron) are known for their good performance even when few training data is available; finally, their ability to represent similarity measures between complex
structures allows them to incorporate information not easily represented using the traditional feature-value pairs (such as dependency or shallow parses).

From the results, it is not clear which type of kernels (those computed as an explicit dot-product between feature vectors or directly calculated from the original structures, being them strings, trees or graphs) are better for the relation-extraction task, nor which kernel could yield better performance using the same algorithm. However, later work seems to indicate that combining many sources of information and different kernels can indeed improve performance, accommodating smoothly a large amount of linguistic features, including entity related semantic information, syntactic parse and dependency trees and lexical information.

The huge amount of unannotated texts for some domains suggests that the incorporation of semi-supervised approaches and the adaptation of information retrieval techniques could lead to precision and recall improvement. For example, having hypothesized that a relation holds between two proteins, we could gather more information, based on their sentence and document co-occurrence on unannotated texts to improve the precision of the hypothesis.

In the highly specialized domain of molecular biology, there has recently been considerable research effort towards ontology-based annotation of entities and relations on natural language texts. The availability of annotated corpora plays a key role in the success of any supervised machine learning task. Every possible model is the result of inference reasoning of some sort of previously seen annotated data. Two annotated corpus (not mentioned in this survey) specifically oriented to the relation extraction task in the biomedical domain, have been published: the BioInfer corpus (Pyysalo et al., 2007) and the Genia Event corpus (Kim et al. 2008).

Relation extraction would also benefit from advances in general semantics and pragmatic recognition tasks in natural language processing. Contextual features such as polarity or modality clearly may change local inferences about the factuality status of an event or extracted relation, and they should be considered (Sauri et al., 2006). We think that the combination of kernel-based methods with semantic features produced by careful studies of event modality applied to the molecular biology domain (involving the work of biologists, linguists and natural language processing specialists) could lead to successful results.

All these tasks could undoubtedly contribute to the automatic extraction and even inference of previously unseen relations, which could be the basis for subsequent experimental methods of validation.
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